Introduction
============

Most brain imaging studies on bilinguals/multilinguals have been conducted with either positron emission tomography (PET) or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with a pure emphasis on localizing brain activities (e.g., see De Bot, [@B18] for review). They have not specifically investigated the functional connectivity between different and distributed brain areas, yet one of the most discussed hypotheses -- the influence of second language proficiency level on the extent and distribution of brain activation -- would call for a method analyzing functional cooperation and interactions of brain areas. This is frequently done in the field of EEG research by using coherence or synchronization analyses (Ward, [@B76]; Allefeld et al., [@B5]; Fries, [@B25]; Stam, [@B72]). Bilingual brain organization in terms of networks and functional cooperation has been scarcely investigated hitherto (for EEG coherence see Reiterer et al., [@B63],[@B64]; and for fMRI connectivity see Dodel et al., [@B19] and Majerus et al., [@B48] as examples). In fact, the study by Dodel et al. ([@B19]) and the recent study by Majerus et al. ([@B48]) are the only examples, to the best of our knowledge, that have investigated cortical synchronization patterns by employing fMRI connectivity analyses in bilingual language (word and sentence processing, Dodel et al., [@B19]) as well as native language short-term memory (STM) processing (Majerus et al., [@B48]). Interestingly, the first connectivity study (Dodel et al., [@B19]) found larger and more extended networks for the bilinguals with higher proficiency levels, contrary to many studies on bilingual fluency levels, which find fewer activated areas as a function of higher fluency levels in second languages (e.g., Perani et al., [@B57], [@B58]; Yetkin et al., [@B81]; Chee et al., [@B16]; Hasegawa et al., [@B33]; Briellmann et al., [@B15]; Xue et al., [@B80]; Klein et al., [@B41]). The second connectivity study (Majerus et al., [@B48]), albeit not investigating language or bilingual language processing *per se* but STM processing instead, could nevertheless differentiate high from low proficiency bilinguals by means of fMRI connectivity patterns. They found the connectivity patterns to be characteristically diverse (rather than e.g., larger or smaller) for the two behaviorally different bilingual proficiency groups, with the low proficiency group showing a less specialized and less differentiated neural network underlying (serial order) STM processing, which, according to the authors, leads to a less efficient processing of serial order information in STM in the low proficiency group (a fact which is assumed to be causally connected to their generally poorer second language performance).

However, in the field of EEG synchronization, we did not find any comparable studies that investigated bilingual proficiency levels.

In an earlier study (Reiterer et al., [@B63]), we analyzed EEG coherence in the lower and middle frequency ranges \[from delta (1--4 Hz) to beta range (13--30 Hz)\], and found a significant correlation between proficiency level and EEG coherence within the alpha band (8--12 Hz) (Reiterer et al., [@B64]). The high proficiency (HP) group displayed lower coherence for both, native and foreign, language stimuli. Since the alpha band primarily reflects attentional processes, this result could possibly indicate a general language processing strategy based on general attentional processes, but not necessarily a differential language processing strategy \[differentiating first (L1) from second language (L2)\]. Further, the alpha band might have been too narrow to capture the differences in proficiency related to the different languages. Broad high frequency bands, such as gamma band, could be a more promising candidate to capture linguistic processes at a higher level of sophistication.

Based on these studies that revealed differences in activation patterns as a function of fluency level differences (e.g., efficient processing as in Just et al., [@B39]), we hypothesized that low proficiency bilinguals, as compared to high proficiency bilinguals, would be associated with a higher degree of gamma band synchronization during second language processing. Some studies (Simos et al., [@B71]; Micheloyannis et al., [@B50]; Hagoort et al., [@B29]; Ford et al., [@B24]; Weiss et al., [@B78]; Bastiaansen and Hagoort, [@B7]; Hald et al., [@B32]; Ihara and Kakigi, [@B36]; Bastiaansen et al., [@B8]) have already pointed to relations between gamma band synchronization and native language processing, but second language or bilingual language processing has almost not been investigated in this high frequency range. A notable exception here is the study by Ihara and Kakigi ([@B36]), which already adverted to a putative role of the alpha and the gamma band for detecting possible differences between first and second language systems. Furthermore, we want to make a distinction between short-range or local synchronization, i.e., synchronization within a node of a functional network, and long-range synchronization, i.e., synchronization between different nodes of a network (Bastiaansen and Hagoort, [@B7]; Le Van Quyen and Bragin, [@B43]). Local gamma synchronization occurs when a large number of neurons transiently oscillate with a common phase and is primarily represented by the spectral content of the gamma band oscillation of any individual EEG electrode, whereas the long-range gamma synchronization occurs when two preferably large neuronal populations recorded by two distant EEG electrodes oscillate with a phase relationship over (at least) a few gamma oscillation cycles and is primarily represented by the degree of phase synchrony between these two EEG electrodes. The majority of the studies on native language comprehension addressed only the spectral power changes within an EEG electrode (i.e., local synchrony), while ignoring the relationship between multiple electrodes (i.e., long-range synchrony).

So, in the present work, we exclusively investigated and analyzed the long-range synchronization properties of gamma band during language comprehension in late bilinguals. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to investigate the influence of the amount of linguistic training and expertise on long-range gamma band phase synchronization (PS).

Materials and Methods
=====================

Participants
------------

We contrasted two groups of differentially proficient second language (L2 = English) speakers, who had overall comparable educational level (University students), but differed in their proficiency levels in L2 due to different amounts of training in English. The participants in the "high proficiency group" (HP) were advanced university language students studying English language and linguistics for a master's degree (last year, 5--6 years completed). Their level of English proficiency was "very good" (so-called native speaker-like performance) or "good" according to their performances at university. Additionally, this level was verified by a certified English language teacher according to oral fluency test interviews. This rating system reflected the Austrian school marking system from one to five (max-to-min) and according to this rating system the participants were divided into the following five categories "very good," "good," "medium," "lower-level," "lowest--level." Most of the participants in the HP also studied a second foreign language (i.e., an L3) like French, Italian, or Spanish, or general linguistics. They all had high levels of linguistic training and knowledge at the time of the experiment. In other words, they have been "pre-screened" for HP at University already. As for their exposure to real life surroundings with the second language, the average amount of time they had spent abroad in an English speaking country was 10 months. The participants in the "low proficiency group" (LP) were university students of various disciplines studying for a master's degree in a subject other than language and linguistics (e.g., biology, psychology). They displayed medium to low level second language skills (corresponding to the groups "medium," "lower-level," and "lowest-level"), which were sufficient to let them pass their school leaving exams ("Matura," an equivalent to "A levels"), but since then were not developed any further. They were able to lead basic level conversations in English, but their speech was non-fluent, characterized by grammatical errors, poor pronunciation (foreign accent), slowed-down lexical access, and long pauses. The average amount of time LP participants spent abroad in an English speaking country was 5 weeks. With regard to the country where they had spent some time, the groups were homogeneous.

We strictly controlled for the variable "age of onset" of L2 learning. The average (±SD) age of onset was 9 years (1 year) and was matched between the two groups. Further controlled variables were: age, handedness, gender, mother tongue, socio-educational, and cultural background, region of residence, and non-verbal and verbal IQ. Each group consisted of 22 right-handed (measured by the Edinburgh handedness inventory; Oldfield, [@B55]) female students with German as their native language. We rigidly controlled for the variable gender in order to avoid possible influences of gender onto the processing of language and its neural representations. After manual and automatized artifact control we had to exclude six subjects (mostly because of muscle artifacts and/or paroxysmal oscillations in the EEG signals) from the further statistical analyses, so that finally each group was composed of 19 participants.

Mean (SD) age was 24 years (2.3 years and 2.7 years respectively for two groups) for both groups. They were also matched for socio-cultural background and education: all participants had similar social (middle class), educational (university students), and cultural (living in Vienna) background.

The two groups differed from each other mainly in the amount of second language training they were exposed to, and the difference was approximately 6 years. Summarizing, the differences between the two groups are in their linguistic experience and knowledge, hence, in their proficiency levels in English as their L2.

The study was in compliant with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical association (Declaration of Helsinki) and the experimental protocol was approved by the local ethics committee. All subjects gave their written informed consent for the study.

Stimulus material
-----------------

The cerebral organization of language at the word and sentence level has been investigated extensively with PET, fMRI, MEG, and event-related potential studies, but much less research has to date been carried out on the processing of coherent language at the discourse level where language occurs in its natural context (i.e., where phonetic, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic aspects of language are integrated). Therefore, in this study we adopted coherent spoken speech (radio news) as stimuli and used them in a listening comprehension and discourse processing paradigm. In cooperation with the English department at the University of Vienna, the speech samples were matched for syntactic complexity, semantic content, and genre (only reports of medium complexity level on daily politics and business were chosen), discourse structure (reports had the form of a monolog), and gender of the speaker (all male speakers). Within the framework of a block design, six blocks of coherent speech (2.0--3.2 min each) with randomly inserted baseline blocks (acoustic noise, 2.0 min each) were presented in randomized order: three blocks in condition L2 English and three blocks in condition L1 German were auditorily presented in randomized order. All stimuli were presented via earphones and a white fixation cross was presented throughout the auditory task. For visualization of stimulus presentation procedure see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Timing of recording session (example)**. Three tasks of the different language varieties (B = British English, A = American English, or G = Austrian German) were linked together to one big block comprising three small blocks with their respective baseline conditions, and the three big blocks (1--3, 4--6, 7--9) were presented in randomized order. After each language task (acoustic presentation), recording was interrupted for questions to explore factual listening comprehension, the attitude toward the speaker, interest for the contents, attention, work-load, and subjective comprehension (0 = baseline task).](fpsyg-02-00334-g001){#F1}

The whole recording session, which began at the same time of day for each participant (9 O'clock a.m.), took approximately 3 h for each participant, including manual electrode placement, explanation of the procedure, personal questionnaires, a familiarization task, and interruptions for answering detailed open ended comprehension questions orally performed with an experimenter (a tutor of the English Department) who was blind regarding group membership. In these interview sessions, six psychological reaction parameters were assessed with the help of a behavioral questionnaire, comprising (1) The actual text comprehension (seven factual comprehension questions about the contents of the radio report were posed, 14 points = max score, 0 = min score), (2) Subjective text comprehension (participant scored himself on a rating scale from 1 to 5), (3) Self-reported attention (same procedure), (4) Cognitive work-load (same procedure), (5) Sympathy for the speaker (same procedure), and (6) Interest in the subject matter of the radio fragment (same procedure).

Data recording
--------------

We recorded multivariate EEG signals during L1 and L2 processing in a quiet, dimly lit sound-proof experimental room. Participants were monitored through a video control system during the recording session in order to control for possible movements. Nineteen gold-disk electrodes were carefully attached to the scalp with adhesive electrode gel, positioned according to the international 10/20 System (Jasper, [@B37]; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}); one additional frontal electrode was used as a ground, and two separate electrodes, at the right and left ear-lobe, were used as reference electrodes. The recordings were referenced against the algebraic mean of the two ear-lobe electrodes (Essl and Rappelsberger, [@B22]). Eye movements were additionally controlled for by a piezo-electric device attached to the eyelid. Using a conventional Nihon-Kohden 21 channel recorder, the EEG was amplified, filtered (time constant 0.3 s), displayed and recorded at a sampling rate of 128 Hz for further processing. The electrode impedance was kept below 5 kΩ. A notch at 50 Hz was used for the elimination of power line contamination. We applied two criteria for possible artifact rejection: we rejected those epochs with amplitudes higher than 70 μV (absolute value), plus additional epochs where 2% or more samples deviated more than 3 SD from the mean value.

![**Schematic map of the left hemisphere of EEG electrode positions (positioning according to 10/20system)**. Odd numbers represent loci in the left hemisphere, even numbers loci in the RH respectively. Fp = fronto-polar region, F = frontal lobe, C = central region, P = parietal lobe, T = temporal lobe, O = occipital lobe. Index letter "z" means "zero" for midline (central line, vertex). Indexing numbers on the RH would be: 4, 8, 2, and 6 instead of 3, 7, 1, and 5 respectively.](fpsyg-02-00334-g002){#F2}

Data analysis {#s1}
-------------

Phase synchronization (PS) between all possible electrode pairs \[(19 × 18)/2 = 171 different electrode pairs\] was calculated in the lower gamma frequency range (30--45 Hz, the choice was made after earlier studies, see also Bhattacharya et al., [@B12]; Bhattacharya et al., [@B9]; Bhattacharya and Petsche, [@B10],[@B11]) by three methods: (i) global PS by coarse-graining of Markov chains (CGMC) which measures the degree of PS of one electrode with all other electrodes, (ii) bivariate PS \[by the recently developed phase lag index (PLI)\] which measures the degree of PS between pairs of electrodes, and additionally (iii) the more conventional mean phase coherence, which measures the degree of PS between a pair of electrodes, but is more prone to volume conduction effects. However, all three methods initially require a proper estimation of the phases from the EEG signals.

### Estimation of the phases

Since we were mainly interested in the gamma frequency band, each EEG signal was band-pass filtered using a zero-phase filter with 30 and 45 Hz cut-off frequencies to get the desired gamma band signal. We calculated the phases of these filtered signals, {*x*(*k*)}, by using the analytic signal approach based on Hilbert transform (HT), where the analytical signal ζ(*t*) is obtained:
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The analytic signal, which is also a complex function, can be decomposed as:
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where *a~x~*(*t*) is the instantaneous amplitude and ɸ*~x~*(*t*) is the instantaneous phase of *x*(*t*).

In this way, the phases of 19 EEG channels, ɸ*~i~*(*t*) (*i* = 1, ..., 19), were estimated and subsequently used to assess the degree of PS in each situation, as explained below.

### Estimating global phase synchronization: Coarse-graining of markov chains (CGMC)

The collective synchronization of the ensemble of 19 electrodes was studied by means of a recently derived method (CGMC; Allefeld, [@B3]; Allefeld and Bialonski, [@B4]). CGMC is a multivariate method that allows the detection of synchronization clusters from the 19 × 19 matrix of bivariate PS indexes (in our case, PLI). Briefly, this matrix is translated into a stochastic matrix *P* describing a finite-state Markov process, and subsequently, it is possible to estimate the number of clusters present in the data via the eigenvalue decomposition of *P*. Additionally, it allows the estimation of the strength of each cluster as well as the degree of participation of each electrode in the cluster it belongs to.

The relevant fact about CGMC is that it is truly multivariate in the sense that, given a set of *n* electrodes (*n* \> 2), it estimates the degree of overall synchronization among all the electrodes and their distribution in *q* synchronization clusters *(q* ≥ 1*)* to which each electrode of contributes differently. The validity of this approach in EEG applications has been demonstrated (Allefeld and Kurths, [@B6]; Allefeld and Bialonski, [@B4]).

Although the CGMC allows an automatic determination of the value of *q* from the data, after a preliminary exploration we fixed *q* = 2 so that the 19 electrodes are assigned to either the strongly synchronized or the weakly synchronized cluster.

### Estimating bivariate phase synchronization: phase lag index (PLI)

There are many different ways of assessing the PS between a pair of EEG signals (see, e.g., (Pereda et al., [@B59])). Here, we used the PLI (Stam et al., [@B73]), because it is less sensitive to volume conduction effects than other popular indexes of PS such as, for instance, the mean phase coherence (Mormann et al., [@B51]). The PLI is defined as:
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is the cyclic relative phase, i.e., the phase difference between *x~i~*(*t*) and *x~j~*(*t*) wrapped to the interval \[0, 2π\]. The PLI ranges from 0 (two signals with no phase relationship or a phase relationship symmetrical about 0 or ±π -which is a signature of volume conduction effects (Nolte et al., [@B53]; Stam et al., [@B73]) to 1 (two signals with complete phase synchrony); PLI is parameter free.

### Estimating bivariate phase synchronization (additional): mean phase coherence {#s2}

Additionally, we also used the now more conventional mean phase coherence (Hoke et al., [@B35]; Mormann et al., [@B51]) defined as:
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is the cyclic relative phase, i.e., the phase difference between *x~i~*(*t*) and *x~j~*(*t*) wrapped to the interval \[0, 2π\]. The mean phase coherence index ranges from 0 (two signals with no phase relationship) to 1 (two signals with complete phase synchrony), and has the advantage of being parameter-free.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The statistical differences in the synchronization strength of the strongly and the weakly synchronized cluster was tested by means of repeated measures ANOVA test with proficiency (HP and LP) as independent (between groups) factor and language processing (L1 and L2) as dependent (within group) factors. Differences were considered significant when the *p*-value was lower than 0.05.

For the sake of using balanced stimulus trials in the group comparisons of L1 versus L2, we only analyzed the three blocks of the condition "British English" versus the three blocks of "Austrian German," based on our earlier experience (Reiterer et al., [@B63]) that the variant of English (British or American English) neither affected the coherence patterns in the EEG nor the respective behavioral outcomes. Thus it had emerged previously (as far as it can be discriminated by EEG synchronization analyses) that L2 English was processed as L2 English and not differentiated further into its subvariants or accents.

Results
=======

Behavioral results
------------------

A comprehension questionnaire applied after each task condition revealed (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) that the low proficiency (LP) group understood approximately 50% of the English (L2) texts, whereas the HP group understood nearly perfectly (95%). For the comprehension questions of the control condition German (L1) no statistical difference between the groups was obtained. The HP group had again a performance accuracy of 95%, whereas the LP group scored slightly, but not significantly, worse (performance accuracy of 80%).

![**Synchronization cluster (strength) analysis by "Coarse-Graining Markov Chains" (CGMC) within the (γ) gamma-band (30--45 Hz) showed significant differences between native language German (Ger, *x*-axis), cluster strength (*y*-axis) around 0.9, and second language English (Eng) with cluster strength significantly higher (around 1.5)**. Red line denotes the low proficiency and blue line the high proficiency group.](fpsyg-02-00334-g003){#F3}

No differences between the two groups were found for other psychometric variables (self-reported attention, work-load, sympathy for the speaker, and interest in the subject matter).

EEG synchronization results
---------------------------

First we could differentiate L1 from L2 processing by gamma band global synchronization clustering patterns (CGMC) but on a more subtle scale, HP and LP bilinguals could further be significantly differentiated by bivariate gamma band synchronization measures (gamma band mean phase coherence and PLI) predominantly, or, almost exclusively when processing L2.

On a global scale, i.e., when estimating the "global PS" by the method of CGMC where the collective synchronization of the ensemble of 19 electrodes is studied with respect to cluster strength, we obtained very similar general results of clustering strength for both groups investigated (high and low proficiency group alike), however significantly different for the two languages, mother tongue German, and second language English. Cluster strength is significantly higher in both groups for the L2 than for the L1 (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

When taking a more fine-grained view for the distribution of the electrodes belonging to the stronger cluster within the gamma band (measured with bivariate PS by means of the "PLI" which measures the PS between the single pairs of electrodes), we obtained more subtle differences in synchronization characteristics between the high and the low proficiency group.

The topography is markedly different between the HP and the LP group (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) with the LP group showing a strongly and significantly synchronized cluster only for processing L2 within left temporo-parietal areas preponderantly. The other topographical clusterings (areas) shaded in light blue over central and right hemisphere areas did not reach significance. To work out these between group differences in detail, we provided an additional figure (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) where these group differences in PLI are depicted in percentages (percentages of pertinence to the cluster) -- the positive values (yellow/red color) corresponding to those electrodes which belong to the strong cluster in a greater percentage to subjects in the LP group. In the LP group one can see a marked increase in the left temporo-parietal/central region while listening to L2 English whereas the increase is much lower and right temporal for the listening of German (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Brain maps depicting gamma synchronization measured by phase lag index (PLI) during first (L1, right panel) and second (L2, left panel) language processing in the high proficiency (HP) group (upper row) and low proficiency (LP) group (lower row)**. Task versus task comparisons measuring within group differences at *p* \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons. Brain maps are to be seen from bird's eye perspective, with the frontal parts showing toward top of the page. Red color in color bar indicates percentage of electrodes' pertinence to a given cluster.](fpsyg-02-00334-g004){#F4}

![**Between groups contrast of the groups depicted in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**. Shown here: LP (low proficiency group) \> HP (high proficiency) group. Red color in color bar indicating which electrodes increase more their percentage of pertinence to the strongly synchronized cluster. Left panel: group contrast (indicting LP group) during L2 processing and right panel indicating L1.](fpsyg-02-00334-g005){#F5}

According to this result for the L1 we can assume that an increase up to 20% is within the statistical fluctuation (no difference is expected usually between the groups while listening to L1), so that an increase of 25% or above might be considered significant. These results indicate that the low proficiency group recruits more often the left temporo-parieto-central part of the cortex than the HP group when listening to L2 English, which is clearly also their less proficient language.

To obtain a topographical scalp distribution of the group differences in average participation of electrodes for the strongly synchronized cluster (PLI, within the gamma band) we calculated an index for the participation of each electrode and subtracted the values of the HP group from those of the LP group (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Here we found that the greatest increment of involvement of the electrodes belongs to the LP group during the L2 language condition and is topographically most pronounced over left frontal, or fronto-central areas.

![**Topography distribution brain maps of the average participation of each electrode (synchronization cluster index) in the strongly synchronized cluster within the gamma band detected by PLI**. Comparison shown here: LP \> HP group (group contrast, HP subtracted from LP group). Color bar (red color) indicating the greatest increment of involvement of the electrodes in left frontal/fronto-central areas during L2 (left panel) processing in the LP group.](fpsyg-02-00334-g006){#F6}

The positive values (red color) here indicate a higher participation of electrodes for the low proficiency group, again with a preponderance over the left hemisphere and stronger for L2 than for L1. The topographies are significantly different for the groups (*p* \< 0.01, sign ranked paired test) when listening to the second language English, whereas for listening to the native language topographies are not significantly different between the groups (average difference is 5 × 10^−4^, i.e., equal to zero).

To get an impression about the most importantly involved electrodes, we depicted the results described in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} additionally in a topographical map showing synchronization lines in the LP group (connections are given for interhemispheric long-range connections and within left/right hemisphere separately). Within the strongest participating left hemispheric frontal cluster, the greatest involvement of long-range interhemispheric gamma synchronization concerns the electrode positions: F3, F7, Fp1 to C4, P4, and T3 to F4. Within the right hemisphere only (corresponding to the right panel in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) the long-range connections involve electrode positions connecting frontal with parietal regions.

The results for the gamma band synchronization differences between the high and low proficiency group were corroborated by an additional analysis (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, calculation of mean phase coherence, see [Estimating Bivariate Phase Synchronization (Additional): Mean Phase Coherence](#s2){ref-type="sec"} in Materials and Methods).

Where the mean phase coherence yields a significant difference between the HP and LP group (*p* = 0.42) for the strongest synchronized gamma-band cluster during the processing of English L2, the same significant group difference cannot be found for native language German. This analysis corroborates the main finding for stronger synchronization in gamma band during processing of L2 for the lower proficiency group.

Discussion
==========

In this study, we primarily showed that different levels of "cortical control" or cortical processing mechanisms accompany the processing of second and first language, and furthermore, that differently proficient bilinguals can be differentiated by their cortical connectivity patterns, especially while processing their less fluent language. We suppose that ease of language processing might in part be instantiated by the brain trough different levels of synchronization between language network areas, with stronger synchronization between larger and more extended networks reflecting the recruitment of more resources (cortical effort), either because the task is generally more difficult as in the case of processing a later learned second language by late bilinguals or -- on a more subtle scale -- because proficiency differences due to differences in long-term language training make the task at hand more effortful and hence call for the integration of more global workspace in the brain.

Generally speaking, our results offer two insights (one more of a factual, one more of a methodological nature): first, language learners who are highly proficient in their L2 and have undergone extensive linguistic training seem to use different language processing strategies reflected in different cortical patterns on the level of synchronized electrophysiological activity in the brain, and secondly, these behavioral differences in cognitive processing can be made visible by measuring synchronized activity within the EEG gamma frequency range. Our results indicate a speculative role of gamma band as a further method to investigate the neural substrate of bilingual proficiency level.

EEG coherence/synchronization patterns in late bilinguals
---------------------------------------------------------

By employing a recently derived technique of EEG global synchronization analysis (CGMC, see [Data Analysis](#s1){ref-type="sec"}) we found pronounced differences in synchronization strength in the gamma frequency range between auditory text processing/comprehension in mother tongue and a later learned (around 9 years of age) second language. This result points to subtle differences in cortical control mechanisms at the level of interconnectedness between language areas and surrounding tissue and their connectivity patterns -- possibly as a function of differences in "language entrenchment" (Mac Whinney, [@B47]).

Cooperative activity, interactions and communication between neuronal assemblies through coherent oscillations subserving cognitive processes have been traced and investigated with electrophysiological methods by means of coherence and synchronization analyses within various frequency ranges of the ongoing brain responses (Engel and Singer, [@B21]; Ward, [@B76]; Fries, [@B25]). Increased synchronization between and within frequency ranges (e.g., most prominently alpha, theta) was found to reflect increased working memory demands, short-term memory work-load, and cognitive effort (Sarnthein et al., [@B68]; Sauseng et al., [@B69]; Schack et al., [@B70]). Recently gamma band analyses of the human EEG have become very promising sources for gaining new insights into higher-order cognitive information processing. What formerly has been discarded, or cut-off as "noise" or contaminated EEG, is now looked upon as a valuable tool for investigating the most sophisticated mental processes including music perception (Bhattacharya and Petsche, [@B11]) and artistic imagination (Bhattacharya and Petsche, [@B10]). Gamma band oscillations (an indicator of local or short-range synchronization) are said to reflect gestalt perception (Kaiser and Lutzenberger, [@B40]) or a kind of matching process between bottom-up and top-down information (e.g., comparing memory contents with incoming stimulus related information (Herrmann et al., [@B34]). Further, gamma band PS (an indicator of long-range synchronization) is thought to reflect cognitive "binding" phenomena, feature integration, STM, higher-order integrated thinking associated with quick high-density information processing, and transient associations of neural assemblies (Fell et al., [@B23]).

Within the domain of language, some authors have already investigated the role of gamma band oscillations in (native) language processing (Pulvermüller et al., [@B60]), for example, for the syntactic and semantic domain (Braeutigam et al., [@B14]; Micheloyannis et al., [@B50]; Hagoort et al., [@B29]; Ihara and Kakigi, [@B36]; Bastiaansen et al., [@B8]) for verbal performance and intelligence (Jausovec and Jausovec, [@B38]) as well as for correlations with semantic complexity (Simos et al., [@B71]). In addition, gamma band oscillations and synchronization phenomena have also been reported for L1 processing (Ford et al., [@B24]; Weiss et al., [@B78]; Ihara and Kakigi, [@B36]). For example, Ford et al. ([@B24]) found that binding mechanisms in sentence processing were reflected in fronto-temporal gamma synchrony. Effects of sentence complexity on gamma coherence have been reported by the Weiss et al. ([@B78]) study. Although all these EEG coherence studies were performed purely on native language processing, it seems not too far-fetched to compare L1 with L2 phenomenologically and look for bilingual language processing as well in the gamma frequency range. We would like to argue that it is only a logical consequence that bilingual language processing and cortical control mechanisms that are related to individual differences in the mastery of languages, can be revealed by adopting the above described method. We suggest that the basic mechanisms which underlie second language processing are similar to the ones in first language processing from a theoretical and empirical point of view, e.g., (Newman-Norlund et al., [@B52]), since it is compatible with recent brain imaging studies which find (at least partially) overlapping areas of activation for L1 and L2 (Hasegawa et al., [@B33]; Chee et al., [@B17]; Marian et al., [@B49]; Vingerhoets et al., [@B75]; Lucas et al., [@B46]; Ojima et al., [@B54]; Reiterer et al., [@B63],[@B64], [@B66]; Klein et al., [@B41]; Gandour et al., [@B26]). Bilingual brain organization in terms of networks and functional connectivity has rarely been investigated so far (for EEG coherence see Reiterer et al., [@B63],[@B64]). With the method of fMRI connectivity the only studies to date are a study by Dodel et al. ([@B19]) and Majerus et al. ([@B48]). Both of them investigated cortical synchronization patterns by employing fMRI connectivity analyses in bilingual language processing (Dodel et al., [@B19]) and native language STM processing (Majerus et al., [@B48]). Interestingly, the Dodel et al. found bigger and more extended networks for the bilinguals with higher proficiency levels with fMRI connectivity, contrary to many studies on bilingual fluency levels, which find fewer activated areas as a function of higher fluency levels in second languages (e.g., Perani et al., [@B57], [@B58]; Yetkin et al., [@B81]; Chee et al., [@B16]; Hasegawa et al., [@B33]; Briellmann et al., [@B15]; Xue et al., [@B80]; Klein et al., [@B41]). The very recent study by Majerus et al. ([@B48]) could however differentiate high from low proficiency bilinguals by fMRI connectivity patterns.

Differences in proficiency level
--------------------------------

However, we did not only find significant differences in connectivity strength between first and second language, but also between the different proficiency groups. This finding *per se* appears to be rather intuitive, since the participants in our study were no early bilinguals, but mixed proficiency late bilinguals who were exposed to the second language for the first time around 9 years of age. More importantly than age of onset even (Birdsong, [@B13]), they received most of their foreign language input through formal classroom training and very little through natural exposure in an L2 setting. Hence, we believe that the reason for this striking difference in gamma band synchronization strength (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) is mostly due to differences in exposure, entrenchment, and language learning methods, less to age of onset of learning the language. The recent brain imaging literature on bilingual or multilingual language learning increasingly supports the viewpoint that proficiency differences have more impact on brain organization in bilinguals than "pure" age of onset (Kotz, [@B42]; Reiterer, [@B62]). Proficiency on the other hand is a "fuzzy" term insofar as it needs to be clarified in the first place which factors led to a certain level of proficiency (be it a special long-term exposure, an early onset, an intensive training paradigm, a special aptitude or predisposition for language learning etc.). Differences in proficiency level can be reached by various different factors, or, more realistically, a combination of those.

By employing further analyses in the gamma range on the two groups we investigated (proficiency levels due to different amounts and quality of language training) we found differences in connectivity patterns reflecting the differences in level of fluency/proficiency in L2.

Differently proficient bilinguals, who had either higher or lower amounts of linguistic training and expertise in their second language, could be differentiated by their EEG network activity or synchronization patterns in the gamma frequency band by mean phase coherence analysis and topographical differences of the underlying employed networks by means of PLI. More specifically, we found that that during processing the second language, the low proficiency bilinguals, as compared to HP bilinguals, produced more strongly synchronized patterns of functional connectivity especially in left fronto-parietal areas. The low proficiency speakers seemed to recruit those areas in a concerted manner more often than their HP counterparts.

Our findings related to proficiency differences in L1 and L2 processing, are based on two results: (1) group × language analysis (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) mainly reflecting differences of the two language systems (L1 and L2) on a cortical processing level (increased synchronization strength in L2 for both groups), and (2) within and between groups analysis (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) indicating that linguistic training can alter L2 processing demands on a cortical as well as on a behavioral level and less proficient second language users have to recruit broader language networks (in left fronto-parietal areas) more strongly (with higher connection strength).

![**Connectivity brain maps visualizing the most synchronized and exact electrode positions (synchronization patterns) within the strongly synchronized cluster in the gamma band for the interhemispheric connections only (left panel) and the within hemisphere (left and right) connections, for the condition L2 English in the LP \> HP group**.](fpsyg-02-00334-g007){#F7}

![**Mean Phase Coherence: differences between the groups during L2 ("ENG," left double bar) and L1 ("GER," right double bar) processing**. Dark bars indicate the high proficiency group and white bars the low proficiency group. Difference in mean phase coherence is significant (*p* = 0.42) between the groups during processing L2 English (increased synchronization strength for LP group), but not during processing L1 German.](fpsyg-02-00334-g008){#F8}

Bilingual language processing and theories of cortical efficiency
-----------------------------------------------------------------

What has been observed many times in various domains outside of language processing that increased cognitive demands are accompanied by increased activity levels or extended area recruitment (e.g., for intelligence see Haier et al., [@B30]; Haier et al., [@B31]; Grabner et al., [@B28], for music processing: Lotze et al., [@B45], for working memory: Sarnthein et al., [@B68]; Sauseng et al., [@B69]), has also been reported for L1 as well as L2 processing (Raichle et al., [@B61]; Just et al., [@B39]; Yetkin et al., [@B81]; Perani et al., [@B58]; Rypma and D'Esposito, [@B67]; Dräger et al., [@B20]; Xue et al., [@B80]; Reiterer et al., [@B63],[@B64]; Abutalebi, [@B2]; Kotz, [@B42]; Leonard et al., [@B44]). What has been explicitly called "cortical efficiency" could be termed "proficiency level differences" in the field of L2 processing. With native language processing several authors found that comparable to a "compensation mechanism," brain activation increases with the complexity in linguistic processing (Just et al., [@B39]; Rypma and D'Esposito, [@B67]; Dräger et al., [@B20]) or reduces with increased repetition and practice (Raichle et al., [@B61]; Thompson-Schill et al., [@B74]). In the field of second language processing as well, various research groups have detected the "cortical efficiency" phenomena by revealing that proficiency level (either attained by practice, higher exposure or by formal training or as occurring more naturally by both) has an influence on the extent and intensity of cortical activation in a bilingual's brain (Yetkin et al., [@B81]; Perani et al., [@B58]; Chee et al., [@B16]; Hasegawa et al., [@B33]; Wartenburger et al., [@B77]; Briellmann et al., [@B15]; Xue et al., [@B80]; Zhang et al., [@B82]; Klein et al., [@B41]). The usual observation can be summarized in the following terms: lower proficiency, more distributed activity (i.e., a Larger network) and higher proficiency, more focal activity (smaller network). Our results of higher gamma band long-range synchronization in L2 going hand in hand with lower proficiency level in bilinguals and lower gamma synchronization with higher proficiency level, are pointing into the same direction, possibly revealing a compensation mechanism in the domain of second language processing.

Limitations of the study
------------------------

The current study also has a few limitations. No verbal or non-verbal IQ test was performed as control, because of limitations of time and laboratory use and the theoretical consideration that language abilities do not correlate with non-verbal intelligence. We want to point to this shortcoming and are aware that this might limit the interpretation of our results. It the same vein it needs to be mentioned that we carefully chose two groups with a closely matching educational level, preselected by university exams (participants were all students with completed Bachelor's degree, studying for a Master's) and this might enhance group similarity with respect to higher cognitive and intellectual abilities.

Finally, we would like to mention one additional point in here, which could be regarded as limitation or as interesting outcome likewise. This is the behavioral result that our two groups behaved slightly differently already when tested (comprehension questions) in their mother tongue. The low proficiency group with regard to L2 scored slightly worse when tested on L1 comprehension and text recall. This we like to call "the L1 paradox." Usually the L1 is implemented as a control condition where the groups should behave in exactly the same way, because native speakers are perceived as a "homogeneous mass." This is the classical intuition, but our data as well as other research (Pakulak and Neville, [@B56]; Reiterer et al., [@B65]) show that also mother tongue speakers can differ in their L1 proficiency and competence levels (a fact which is also affirmed by the existence of congenital language disorders). Variation within L1 competence might be smaller than within L2 interlanguages, but nevertheless existing. Recent research shows that also smaller differences in L1 competence and ability levels can be traced by brain imaging techniques and detected in such a way which would not have been possible with pure behavioral measurements. Even in the case of our present study, the result of the L1 differences behaviorally was just a marginal one, statistically speaking only a "trend." Such small differences in mother tongue processing can, however, point to important underlying principles. What they show is individual differences in the linguistic abilities of L1 speakers. One of the theoretical concepts that tries to capture this phenomenon is language aptitude. Theoretical assumptions and new brain research data likewise (Wells, [@B79]; Abrahamsson and Hyltenstam, [@B1]; Golestani et al., [@B27]; Reiterer et al., [@B65]) show that the variable of general language aptitude is a possible hidden driving force behind individual differences in L1 as well as L2 proficiency and ability levels. Very often, this variable is neglected in the whole field of bilingualism research, be it behavioral or neurocognitive. What we could have hit upon in our present study by detecting those small L1 trend differences, is pre-existing differences between the groups in language aptitude. General language aptitude might also drive and determine career and study choice. In our case here aptitude might have partly driven the language students to study foreign languages and linguistics (our HP group). We acknowledge that it is very difficult to "control" for all these pre-existing variables, but at the same time it needs to be said that they might be very important in explaining a lot of variance in bilingual data. Thus, what is missing in many studies of bilinguals or/and second language learners (including the present study) is a sound testing for individual differences in language aptitude. This is a methodological as well as a theoretical issue and an important point to be considered in future studies.

Conclusion
==========

We have shown here that by looking at EEG gamma band phase synchronization patterns, one can differentiate second (classroom-learned) from first language, and within the later learned second language (L2) learners with lower amounts of linguistic training and expertise from those with higher amounts of expertise by the different ways by which they employ synchronized activation. The observed patterns could be explained by the theory of cortical efficiency because we found different network patterns for high and low proficiency learners, with more widely distributed synchronized networks in left fronto-parietal areas more often recruited by lower proficiency learners. Our findings further indicate that EEG gamma band phase synchronization measures are sensitive to differences in second language processing and control strategies due to experience/proficiency-driven differences.
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EEG, electroencephalography; Cz, C4 electrode positions on scalp over central and right hemisphere areas; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; F8, electrode position on scalp (frontal right); Fp = frontal; 8 = RH; Fp1, electrode position on scalp (prefrontal left); Fp = fronto-polar; 1 = LH; Fp2, electrode position on scalp (prefrontal right); Fp = fronto-polar; 2 = RH; HP, high proficiency group; HT, Hilbert transform; kΩ, kilo Ohm; L1, first language (mother tongue); L2, second language (foreign language); LH, left hemisphere; LP, low proficiency group; μV, micro Volt; PET, positron emission tomography; PS (index), phase synchronization (index); RH, right hemisphere; SCA, synchronization cluster analysis; SD, standard deviation; T4, electrode position on scalp over temporal right hemisphere area; T5, electrode position on scalp over temporal left hemisphere area.
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